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What we’ve heard

We have been told that NCEA is becoming increasingly disconnected and the number of standards in some subjects has grown 

considerably over time. Many subject areas have many more credits available than are necessary to make up a course, and 

it can be hard to identify what learning to focus on. We’ve also heard that the sheer number of assessment events per year 

leads to increased workload for both teachers and students. Excessive use of internals can also drive teacher workload, as they 

bear the main burden of designing, delivering, marking and moderating internal assessment. We’ve also heard that vocational 

education and training is not seen to have the same status as more traditionally ‘academic’ programmes of learning. 

Key changes

 Z Rebuild the standards within each subject or field of study so there are fewer of them, but each standard covers a broader 

range of knowledge, skills and capabilities. Each standard would be worth 4-6 credits, with a maximum of around 20 credits 

per subject.

 Z The number of credits available will be balanced between internally and externally assessed standards.

 Z Where appropriate, different sources of knowledge including mātauranga Māori, vocational and Pacific knowledge will be 

reflected in achievement standards, unit standards and associated materials.

 Z For vocational education, we will work with relevant industry bodies to explore what the principle of ‘Fewer and larger 

standards’ will look like in vocational courses offered in schools and foundation tertiary settings. We will also explore how 

to strengthen the coherence and status of this learning through NCEA. 

 Z Strengthen industry-derived standards (as part of the Reform of Vocational Education) to support the development of high 

quality and coherent vocational learning packages within NCEA.

 Z Expand course endorsements to include Achieved as well as Merit and Excellence grades

 Z All registered courses will need to have a course description explaining its focus, and how it might fit into the student’s 

future pathway and overall learning. This will improve the coherence of courses and give employers and tertiary providers a 

clearer indication of what a student knows and can do. 

The future of NCEA

Have fewer, larger standards

“ Too much potential learning time is spent on preparing 
for assessments, doing practice assessments, and 
completing internal assessment tasks. This comes at a 
cost of student learning, and teacher time. The system 
should be reformed to require fewer assessment items. ” 
 
- Tertiary Educator 

Focus questions

 Z How might fewer, larger standards change your practices?

 Z What support and resources would you need to deliver 
excellent courses with fewer, larger standards?

 Z How could we better integrate the National Curriculum into 
achievement standards, unit standards and the supports 
and resources around them?

 Z How might we make sure that ‘academic’ and ‘vocational’ 
pathways are valued equally?

 Z What are the most appropriate forms of external 
assessment for your subject? 

Change 4

What you need to know

Many of these changes will be made through the Review of Achievement Standards (RAS) that starts in 2020. Changes to 

industry-derived standards will be considered as part of the Reform of Vocational Education.

Teachers will still have the flexibility to design courses using standards drawn from multiple subjects.



1) How can we design the detail of this change so that it will work  
    in practice?

2) What implementation aspects do we need to consider? 


